Majorana fermions, particles that are their own anti-particles, can emerge in insulating magnets as excitations with fractions of the constituent's quantum numbers [1] [2] [3] 
topological superconductors 6, 7 and quantum spin liquids (QSL) 2 without combined evidence of particle-hole symmetry, Fermi statistics, and presence in the bulk. Here we report all three in α-RuCl 3 , at temperatures exceeding liquid nitrogen via new energy gain as well as loss Raman spectra and a unique framework to identify the statistical properties of the Kitaev QSL.
α-RuCl 3 is close to the Kitaev QSL 2, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , where bond-dependent Ising interactions produce excitations that are non-local in terms of spin flips 4, 5, 15, 16 . Consistent with particle-hole symmetric excitations obeying Paul-exclusion, the sum of the energy loss and gain responses are nearly temperature and energy independent. This is in excellent agreement with new quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations of the Kitaev QSL. The new data allow unambiguous separation of the bosonic thermal fluctuations from the continuum due to the Majoranas, further establishing their presence above liquid nitrogen. Our new method can be used to identify the unique properties of QSLs, and demonstrates the promise of α-RuCl 3 for efforts in topological phases and quantum computation.
A key signature of long range entanglement in non-trivial topological systems are excitations with distinct exchange properties 4, 5, 15, 16 . Two challenges are probing the fractional statistics, and observing them above liquid helium temperatures. Majorana fermions emerging from an abelian phase of a QSL should obey the Pauli-exclusion principle with a particle-hole symmetric density of states 4, 15 . Here, the resulting conservation of the response is revealed in a frustrated magnet for the first time, by a temperature independent sum of our new creation and annihilation Raman spectra. Dynamical scattering experiments can confirm the presence of fractional particles in QSL by probing their creation and annihilation, dictated by their kinematics and statistics. 3, 8, [24] [25] [26] Similar to asymptotic freedom in quantum chromodynamics, above the magnetic ordering temperature fractionalized excitations may dominate the short time (higher frequency) behavior of materials with a nearby QSL phase. 8 Raman scattering should reveal the Fermi statistics and particle-hole nature via measurement of the creation (Stokes) and annihilation (anti-Stokes) spectra. Indeed, pairs of Majorana fermions of the Kitaev QSL can be excited or absorbed (Fig. 1b ) 19, 20, 25 . This is seen in our new high quality Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra (see Fig. 1c for T > T N ), which reveal a broad continuum due to pair creation and annihilation. Furthermore, for the first time the spectra are directly compared with new QMC calculations revealing excellent agreement at all temperatures (see supplemental). We observe equal weight in both polarization configurations, consistent with the assumption of nearly similar strength of the Kitaev interaction on the bonds 19, 25 .
The new anti-stokes spectra enables the first examination of the particle-hole symmetry, isolation of the fermionic from higher temperature bosonic fluctuations, and elimination of other continuum sources. intensities:
where There should be two crucial signatures of Majorana fermions in the Raman spectra, resulting from Pauli exclusion and particle-hole symmetry. First, the intensity will shift from Stokes to antiStokes, as temperature moves particles from below to above the Fermi level (zero for Majoranas).
Second, the Stokes and anti-Stokes response is best described by a Fermi distribution and not differences in the particle and hole density of states. To confirm these signatures, here we introduce
Accounting for the fact that Raman excites predominantly pairs of Majoranas in the energy range considered here, this quantity approximately extracts the joint density of states:
, where the second term vanishes for particle-hole symmetric excitations.
We show the low temperature I sum [ω, T < 75 K] in the bottom of of 
We also note that the lowest temperature shown is equal to the minimum energy, yet the data continue to scale even when we raise the temperature by a factor of two. The temperature and energy independence in
, is exactly what we expect for fractional, fermionic particles with particle-hole symmetry; namely the intensity of the response is conserved between the energy loss and energy gain, due to particle hole symmetry The upper bounds for the Majorana fermions require separating the QES, which complicated previous attempts to compare with a Fermi-Dirac distribution 19, 30 . This is now possible using both the polarization and Stokes minus anti-Stokes spectra (Im[χ[ω, T ]]). Since the continuum has equal weight in both polarizations 25 , it can be removed via their difference:
As seen in Fig. 3a , ∆I S/aS [ω, T ] is consistent with thermal fluctuations (i.e. QES) 28, 29 , namely a Lorentzian with greater Stokes intensity due to the Bose factor (see supplemental) and no contribution from the Fermionic continuum. Next we determined the QES amplitude via the SW of the Raman susceptibility:
Consistent with direct fits of the ∆I S/aS [ω, T ], and robust to the limits of integration (as long as phonons are not included), we find SW QES [T ] ∝ T 2 (see Fig. 3b ).
Having isolated the QES and found its temperature dependence, we determine the temperature bounds of the Fermi statistics while also confirming the particle-hole symmetry. Specifically, the difference between the Stokes and anti-Stokes SW in a given polarization ( Unlike previous studies 19, 20 , our new measurements limit the possibility of laser heating to explain the low temperature upturn and confirm the sample is in detailed balance. Specifically, thermal equilibrium requires the ratio of the Stokes to anti-Stokes intensity is a Boltzmann factor that indicates the temperature in the laser spot 24, 26 . Fig. 4a (Fig. 4) , establishing the presence of Majorana fermions up to high temperatures (Fig. 3) . Thus α-RuCl 3 is a promising platform for efforts in topological quantum computation. Our approach can also be applied to uncover the novel excitations and distinct fea-tures of the Majorana fermions upon entering the non-abelian phase of the Kitaev QSL as well as an array of magnetic systems, including 2D atomic crystals. Care was taken in mounting the crystals to minimize the introduction of additional stacking faults, as evidenced by the high reproducibility of the spectra across different crystals and experimental setups. Characterization was consistent with previous studies 10, 12, 35, 44 .
Raman spectroscopy experiments. Since Raman scattering involves both a photon in and photon out, it allows one to measure both the symmetry and energy change of an excitation. Furthermore the photon out can be of lower or higher energy, which allows probing both the likelihood of creation and annihilation. Thus one can choose energy and/or symmetry channel to separate the magnetic, electronic and lattice responses 19, 20, 24, 24, [27] [28] [29] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . The majority of the Raman experiments were performed with a custom built low temperature, microscopy setup 50 . A 532 nm excitation laser, whose spot radius is 0.5µm, with power kept to 30 µW in front of the high vacuum chamber was used to minimize heating while allowing for a strong enough signal. The sample was mounted by thermal epoxy onto an xyz stage. At both room and base temperature the reported spectra were averaged from three spectrum in the same environment to ensure reproducibility. The spectrometer had a 2400 g/mm grating, with an Andor CCD, providing a resolution of ≈ 1 cm −1 .
To minimize the effects of hysteresis from the crystal structural transition, data was taken by first cooling the crystal to base temperature and once cooled to the base temperature, spectra were acquired either every 5 K or 10 K by directly heating to that temperature. The absence of hysteresis effects were confirmed by taking numerous spectra at the same temperature after different thermal cycles (100 K in the middle of the hysteresis region). In addition, recent studies of the Raman spectra of RuCl 3 suggest an effect of the surface structure upon exposure to air 51, 52 . To minimize this, crystals were freshly cleaved and immediately placed in vacuum within five minutes.
Moreover, a recently developed wavelet based approach was employed to remove cosmic rays 53 .
Quantum Monte Carlo Calculations. The Hamiltonian of the Kitaev model on the honeycomb lattice is given by
where S j represents an S = 1/2 spin on site j, and jk γ stands for a nearest-neighbor (NN) γ(= x, y, z) bond shown in Fig. 1a . In the calculation for the spectrum of the Raman scattering we adopt the Loudon-Fleury (LF) approach. The LF operator for the Kitaev model is given by
where in and out are the polarization vectors of the incoming and outgoing photons and d α is the vector connecting a NN α bond 25, 54 . Using this LF operator, the Raman spectrum is calculated as
where R(t) = e iHt Re −iHt is the Heisenberg representation. The temperature dependence of I(ω)
is numerically evaluated using the Monte Carlo simulation in the Majorana fermion representation without any approximation 55 . In the following we show the detail of the calculation procedure 19 .
Using the Jordan-Wigner transformation, the Hamiltonian is mapped onto the Majorana fermion model as
where (jj ) γ is the NN pair satisfying j < j on the γ bond, and η r is a Z 2 conserved quantity defined on the z bond (r is the label for the bond), which takes ±1. This Hamiltonian is simply written as
using the Hermitian matrix A jk ({η r }) depending on the configuration of {η r }. The LF operator shown in Eq. (2) is also given by the bilinear form of the Majorana fermion:
where B({η r }) is a Hermitian matrix. To evaluate Eq. (3), we separate the sum over the states into {c j } and {η r } parts:
withĪ
where Z = {ηr=±1} e −βF f ({ηr}) and Z f ({η r }) = e −βF f ({ηr}) = Tr {c j } e −βH({ηr}) . By applying Wick's theorem to Eq. (8), we calculate the Raman spectrum at ω( = 0) for a given configuration
where f (ε) = 1/ ( presented Raman data in this paper are corrected by this method using the previously published optical constants 58 .
